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Wind-turbine power provides energy-independence and greenhouse-gas reduction 
benefits, but if wind turbines are built near military and commercial radar and 
communication installations, they can cause degradation in the systems’ performance. 
The purpose of this research is to study the radar cross section (RCS) of a wind turbine 
and assess its effect on the performance of radar and communication systems. In this 
research, some basic scattering characteristics of wind turbines are discussed. Several 
computational methods of RCS prediction are examined, citing their advantages and 
disadvantages. Modeling and computational issues that affect the accuracy and 
convergence of the simulation results are discussed. 
RCS simulation results for two wind turbine configurations are presented: a 
horizontal axis, three-blade design and a vertical axis helical design. Several methods of 
mitigating wind turbine clutter are discussed. Issues of RCS reduction and control for 
wind turbines are also addressed. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the global energy supply environment, the numbers of wind power installations are 
growing very rapidly each year. This means many wind turbines are installed close to 
microwave transmission and reception sites such as television, radio, radar, global 
positioning system (GPS), cellular and wireless networks. In many cases, because the 
receivers of these systems depend on detecting and processing very weak signals, wind 
turbines can interfere with the received signals. For example, the towers and blades of 
wind turbines have large scattering cross sections resulting in strong signals that can 
mask desired signals or saturate the receiver. Also, the rotating blades induce a Doppler 
shift that can degrade the processing gain. To assure a communication or radar system 
can operate effectively near wind power installations, it is necessary to conduct a detailed 
analysis, measurements, or simulations of the scattering characteristics of wind turbines. 
The radar cross section (RCS) is a parameter that is used to estimate the effect of 
a wind turbine on a system’s performance. Generally, a larger RCS indicates a more 
severe effect on the system’s performance. A number of different factors can determine 
the RCS of a wind turbine: 
 Material, size and shape 
 Position of the rotor 
 Frequency of the transmitted signal 
 The incident angle where the transmitted signal hits a particular portion of the 
wind turbine 
 Observation (receiver) angle (for the monostatic case the observation and 
incidence angles are the same; for the bistatic they are different) 
 The polarization of transmitted signal and the polarization of the receiver antenna. 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
1) To identify some basic scattering characteristics of wind turbines 
2) To discuss several computational methods of RCS prediction and cite their 
advantages and disadvantages 
 xviii
3) To conduct RCS simulations and show the results for two wind turbine 
configurations: a horizontal axis, three-blade design and a vertical axis 
helical design 
4) To show methods of mitigating wind turbine clutter 
5) To address issues of RCS reduction and control for wind turbines by way 
of geometric shaping and surface material selection known as radar 
absorbing material (RAM). 
Some basic scattering characteristics of wind turbines are: 
1) Wind turbine RCS varies with time because of the blade rotation and the 
associated change in multipath due to this rotor motion. 
2) Wind turbine RCS is a non-linear function of angle, frequency and rotor 
position and has a relatively high forward scatter RCS that increases with 
frequency. 
3) For the tall metal towers of wind turbines, the RCS is dominated by the 
tower scattering. 
4) Bragg scattering can be observed at high frequency (HF) and very high 
frequency (VHF). The Bragg effect is coherent scattering from periodic 
scatterers. 
Methods of RCS prediction include: 
1) Method of moments (MoM) solutions of integral equations in the 
frequency domain; 
2) The finite difference, time-domain (FDTD) solution of the differential 
equations in the time domain; 
3) The finite element method (FEM) in both the time and frequency domains; 
4) Approximate HF methods based on geometrical optics (GO) or physical 
optics (PO) and their edge diffraction extensions. In the case of GO, the 
geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) is used; for PO, the physical 
theory of diffraction (PTD) is used; 
5) Hybrid solution methods that include the shooting and bouncing ray 
(SBR) method; 
 xix
6) Mixed solutions methods that use MoM, PO, GO, and edge diffraction. 
They can be applied to different portions of the object. 
The bistatic and monostatic RCS was computed for both wind turbine 
configurations: a horizontal axis, three-blade design and a vertical axis helical design. 
Four frequencies were considered: 400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. The 
following is a summary of the simulation results: 
 For bistatic RCS, most forward scattering comes from the tower, and the 
back scattering comes from the side of the nacelle   
 For bistatic RCS, the forward scatter lobe increases with frequency and is 
orders of magnitude larger than the backscatter   
 At a frequency of 400 MHz, Bragg scattering occurs and comes from a 
vertical blade and tower 
 The sidelobe structure of the tower is visible at the frequency of 400 MHz; 
 The reduction in RCS by using non-conducting blade materials (e.g., fiber 
glass) is not significant 
 To mesh the wind turbine computer model for the simulation, a 
quadrilateral/triangular mesh has the same accuracy as a fine triangular 
mesh but uses only 3.7% of the fine mesh’s number of facets. The 
reduction saves computational time when calculating the RCS for the 
entire wind turbine. 
In a noise limited case an appropriate measure of radar and communication 
system performance is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In the wind turbine case, the 
signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) is used as the basis for performance evaluation (i.e., the 
noise is neglected in comparison to the clutter). Clutter is defined as unwanted signals 
that interfere or mask the desired signal. 
The SCR cannot be increased by increasing the transmitter power because the 
clutter power also increases along with the target power. In order to increase the SCR, 
aside from reducing the wind turbine RCS, the sidelobe levels of both transmit and 
receive antennas should be as low as possible so the gain is lower in the direction of the 
 xx
wind turbine. Also, it is advantageous to operate the antenna system in a direction where 
the wind turbine RCS is low. In the case of radar, if possible, it should operate in a 
condition where the target range is short and out of sight of the wind turbine (non line-of-
sight). 
To avoid aliasing (a phenomenon whereby the higher frequencies are mistaken for 
lower frequencies) of the Doppler frequencies induced by the rotating blades, the radar 
must sample the scattered signal at a rate greater than the Nyquist sampling rate. Nyquist 
sampling requires more than twice the samples per period of the highest Doppler shift 
present in the scattered signal. Also, the motion from the rotating turbine blades and its 
large time-varying RCS causes a Doppler shift that can interfere with the receiver 
processing.   
RCS reduction was investigated. Geometric shaping and surface material 
selection known as RAM are two ways to reduce and control wind turbine RCS. 
Shaping applied to the tower and nacelle could be effective, but it would have to 
be done with knowledge of the transmitter and receiver directions. Although it could 
reduce the RCS in some desired directions, it would likely increase it in others. 
Surface materials selection and coatings require adding RAM to the surface of the 
wind turbine blades. RCS reduction is accomplished by reducing reflections and 
scattering from the edges of the blade. One way is by absorption, which refers to the 
transfer of energy from the wave to the material as it passes through the medium. The 
second way is by cancellation of multiple reflections, or destructive interference, where 
the coating properties are selected so that reflections from the front and back faces of a 
layer cancel. However, this may add weight to the platform and can affect its 
aerodynamic performance. 
In most situations the aerodynamic degradation and cost does not justify the use 
of RAM because of the relatively small reduction in RCS that is provided. An exception 
might be where the radar and communication systems operate near a wind farm, in which 
case shaping and RAM can be used effectively. 
 xxi
Most commercial RAM materials give a RCS reduction in the range of 15 to 20 
dB; however, it varies widely with bandwidth, frequency and angle of incidence. A RAM 
coating might make sense if the wind turbine was near an airport where air traffic control 
radar and terminal Doppler weather radars are located. From the simulation results of 
wind turbine RCS, the reduction in RCS by using non-conducting blade materials (fiber 
glass) was not significant. 
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For many centuries, wind-powered machines have been used to pump water and 
grind grain. With the development of electric power, wind power generators have been 
used to provide electricity to buildings and sailboats. Since the early 1900s, many wind 
turbines have been developed and used commercially. Because of the increasing global 
demand for energy, wind-turbine power is becoming more popular in the U.S. and 
Europe. Large-area installations of wind turbines called “wind farms” are being installed 
throughout the world. Certainly, wind-turbine power provides energy-independence and 
greenhouse-gas reduction benefits, but if wind farms are built near military or 
commercial radar and communication installations, they can cause degradation in the 
systems’ performance.   
Wind turbines harvest wind energy and convert it into usable power which can 
produce electricity. There are two basic types of wind turbines: horizontal axis wind 
turbines and vertical axis wind turbines. A picture of a three-blade, horizontal axis wind 
turbine is shown in Figure 1.   
As shown in Figure 1, the blades are faced in the direction of the wind and rotate 
around a horizontal axis when pushed by the wind, and the turbine converts the wind’s 
kinetic energy into electrical energy. The three-blade horizontal axis wind turbine is 
effective because it can produce megawatts of electrical power and takes up only a small 
area of land. Collections of these are ideal for large-scale power generation and are 
known as wind farms. The largest wind farms are found offshore. A typical horizontal 
axis wind turbine can generate up to 2 MW of electrical power. The dimensions of some 
commercial horizontal axis wind turbines are listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 1.  This photo shows a three-blade, horizontal axis wind turbine installation.  
(From [1]). 
Table 1.   The dimensions of some commercial horizontal axis wind turbines.  
(From [1–3]). 
Output Power Rotor Diameter (m) Rotor Speed (rpm) Tower Length (m) 
1.8 MW 80 16.8 60 
1.5 MW 77 18.1 80 
1 MW 55 21.95 68 
 
A second basic type is the vertical axis wind turbine. Most modern vertical axis 
wind turbines have a helical blade design. This design is more efficient and generates 
little vibration which can help to reduce noise levels. A picture of a helical design vertical 
axis wind turbine is shown in Figure 2.  
As shown in Figure 2, the helical blades spin parallel to the ground so that they 
can operate anywhere regardless the wind direction. The advantages of vertical axis 
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helical wind turbines are their small size, quietness, and low cut-in wind speeds to 
generate electrical power. They are ideal for small-scale power generation and mostly 
found on the ground and on rooftops of residential and urban areas. A typical vertical axis 
helical wind turbine can generate up to 6.5 kW of electrical power. The dimensions of 
some commercial vertical axis helical wind turbines are listed in Table 2. 
 
Figure 2.  A vertical axis wind turbine installation. (From [4]). 
Table 2.   The dimensions of some vertical axis helical wind turbines. (From [5–7]). 
Output Power  Rotor Diameter (m) Tower Length (m) 
6.5 kW 3.1 5.5 (roof mounted) 
18 (ground mounted) 
2.5 kW 1.9 6 (roof mounted) 
18 (ground mounted) 
1.5 kW 2.8 4 (roof mounted) 
18 (ground mounted) 
 
Consider the scenario shown in Figure 3. Both monostatic and bistatic geometries 
are among the applications shown in the figure. Monostatic radar is where the transmitter 
and receiver are co-located and often share the same antenna. An example of monostatic 
radar is the air traffic control (ATC) radar or the terminal Doppler weather radar 
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(TDWR). A bistatic radar system implies that the transmitter and receiver are at different 
locations when viewed from the target. Bistatic radar is not as common as monostatic 
radar; however, the general bistatic case includes broadcast systems, cellular radio, and 
the global positioning system (GPS). 
 
Figure 3.  This general scenario shows many electronic communication and sensor 
systems operating near wind farms. 
In the scenario shown in Figure 3, it may be difficult to detect and track targets 
near the wind farm because the radar signal scattering from a wind farm can be much 
larger than most target returns. As illustrated in Figure 4, the wind turbine rotating blades 
create time-varying Doppler spectra which can prevent radar from filtering rotor returns. 
Even in the case where the target is outside of the wind farm area, strong returns from the 
tower and blades of wind turbines can mask weak target returns. Moving targets can be 
mistaken for weather echoes because the rotating blades induce a Doppler spread that can 
mask target returns. Also, because of the characteristics of wind turbine scattering, the 
radar may not recognize a scattered target signal and process it as clutter. 
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Figure 4.  The interference pattern caused by wind turbines is displayed on the 
surveillance radar Plan Position Indicator (PPI). (From [8]). 
B. PREVIOUS WORK 
The radar cross section (RCS) is a measure that can be used to estimate the effect 
of a wind turbine on a system’s performance. Many studies have been performed 
evaluating the RCS of wind farms and their effect on radar and communication systems. 
Studies on wind turbine impact on radar performance are presented in [9–13]. In [14–16] 
are shown measurements, either in the field or in a measurement facility, to estimate the 
wind turbine scattering and its impact on radar performance. The general problem of 
radio frequency (RF) installations with wind turbines in the near field of the antenna is 
described in [17]. The interference with digital television reception is specifically 
discussed in [18], and the reduction and control of wind turbine RCS, in order to 
minimize interference with RF systems, is covered in [19], [20].  
C. OBJECTIVE 
In this thesis, some fundamental scattering characteristics of wind turbine RCS 
are described. All previous publications have addressed only the monostatic RCS of 
horizontal axis wind turbines. Not only the monostatic RCS but the bistatic RCS, which 
is of interest to assess the impact of wind turbines on communication systems, is 
addressed in this thesis. Communication, broadcast and cellular systems almost always 
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operate in a bistatic scenario, as illustrated in Figure 3. Also, the RCS of the vertical axis 
helical windmill is presented.   
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. Wind turbine history and technologies 
are introduced in Chapter I. In Chapter II, the RCS is defined, and the basic range 
equations for predicting the scattered power from a wind turbine are shown. In Chapter 
III, several computational methods that can be used to predict RCS are described, citing 
their advantages and disadvantages. In Chapter IV, RCS simulation results are presented 
for the three-blade horizontal axis wind turbine configuration. Examples of Doppler 
effects from a wind turbine rotor are discussed. In Chapter V, RCS simulation results are 
presented for the vertical axis helical wind turbine configuration. In Chapter VI, 
modeling and computational issues that affect the accuracy and convergence of the 
simulation results are discussed. In Chapter VII, methods of wind turbine clutter 
prediction are presented. The issues of RCS reduction and control for wind turbines are 
addressed. Finally, Chapter VIII includes a summary of the results, conclusions, and 






II. RCS AND RANGE EQUATIONS 
In this chapter, the radar cross section and radar range equation (RRE) are 
presented. The signal-to-clutter (SCR) ratio is discussed for the monostatic and bistatic 
scenarios. The SCR is used as the basis for radar and communication systems 
performance evaluation. 
 RCS is a measure of the power scattered in a specific direction when a target is 
illuminated by a plane wave, normalized to the power density of the incident field. The 
normalization makes the RCS calculation independent of the distance between the 
illumination source and target. Mathematically, the RCS of a point target (i.e., a target 
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         , (1) 
   
where R is distance from the target, f is the frequency, E is the electric field, the 
superscript i denotes incident, s denotes scattered, and the subscripts ,  or p q    are the 
components in a spherical polar coordinate system, as shown in Figure 5. The limiting 
process in (1) assures that the scattered field is proportional to 1/R. The case where p q  
is referred as the co-polarized RCS, whereas the cross-polarized RCS is when .p q   In 
general,   is written as a scalar, and the functional dependencies of frequency and angle 
are not included. The unit is typically 2m  or the decibel unit dBsm defined by 
 210,dBsm 10log ( , m ).   (2) 
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Figure 5.  The coordinate system used for wind turbine RCS pattern analysis. 
In the monostatic case, as illustrated in Figure 6, the received power from a target 









  (3) 
 
where tP  is the transmitter power, tG  the antenna gain in the direction of the target,   
the wavelength, t  the target RCS ( 2m ), and L is a miscellaneous system loss factor.  
The factor tF  is the one-way voltage path gain (propagation) factor and is squared to 
obtain power and squared again for a round trip, resulting in the fourth power. The path 
gain factor is a complex quantity that accounts for the relevant propagation modes 
between the radar and target. In general, because most of the systems under consideration 
operate near the ground, it will include multipath (or “ground bounce”). It will also 
include losses due to precipitation and foliage. 
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Figure 6.  This geometry illustrates the monostatic case. 
Normally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used in radar and communication 
system performance measurements. In the case of wind turbine RCS, the signal-to-clutter 
ratio is used as the basis for performance evaluation. The clutter power return from a 










  (4) 
where wG  is the antenna gain in the direction of the wind turbine and wF  is the one-way 
voltage path gain (propagation) factor. Note that both the target and wind turbine RCS 
are time-varying. For the wind turbine this is due to blade rotation and the associated 
change in multipath due to its rotating motion; for the target this is due to changing aspect 
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 (5) 
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Note that the SCR cannot be increased by increasing the transmitter power 
because the clutter power increases with the target power. For a line-of-sight (LOS) 
condition ( 1t wF F  ), the tradeoffs between the factors R/Rw and σt/σw in (5) are 
shown in Figure 7 [24]. The curves are drawn for a reference of refSCR 0 dB. Given 
R/Rw, the curves provide a relative SCR by moving them on the vertical axis. In the 
situation where both the target and wind turbine are not in the main beam, then low 
sidelobes are effective in reducing interference. 
 
Figure 7.  Universal curves show the relationship between the factors in (5). 
Because of the complex propagation environment and geometry, the relative 
phases between the target and clutter components can be considered as random. The total 
power in the receiver is determined using the sum of the complex voltages tV  and wV  
due to the target and clutter power returns, respectively. The subscript t denotes target, w 
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wind turbine. In this case, to calculate the average power, the total power received can be 
approximated by the sum of the target and clutter powers. If the receiver impedance is Z 
(real), then the total average received power is the non-coherent sum  
 
2 2 2*( )( ) t w t wt w t w
r
V V V VV V V VP S C
Z Z Z Z
        (6) 
where < > denotes expected value. This approximation allows us to consider the target 
and clutter components individually. 
In the bistatic case, consider the scenario shown in Figure 8. The direct (line-of-










  (7) 
where R  is the direct path distance between the transmitter and receiver; tG  is the 
transmit antenna gain in the direction of the receiver; rG is the receive antenna gain in the 
direction of the transmitter; dF  is the one-way voltage (or field) direct path propagation 
factor and L is the system loss factor (L ≥ 1). 
 
Figure 8.  This geometry illustrates the bistatic case. 
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The subscript w is used to denote wind turbine parameters. The subscript t refers to 
transmit and r to receive; bw  is the wind turbine’s bistatic RCS when the incidence 
direction is from the transmitter and the observation direction is from the receiver, as 
defined in Figure 8. 
For a line-of-sight propagation path and no losses ( , , , , 1t r t rL L L F F  ), from 
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  (9) 
In order to increase the SCR, aside from reducing the wind turbine RCS ( bw ), the 
sidelobe levels of the two antennas should be as low as possible so the gains are lower in 
the direction of the wind turbine. Also, it is advantageous to operate the antenna system 
in a direction where the wind turbine RCS is low. In addition, one could change the radar 
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) to minimize radar signal returns from wind turbines. 
Also, because wind turbines are generally not efficient operating at low wind speeds, they 
could be turned off in low wind speeds. It is advantageous to operate in a condition where 
the target range is short and away (non line-of-sight) from the wind farms. 
In summary, the definition of RCS and radar range equation were presented. The 
SCR was discussed for the monostatic and bistatic scenarios. Several ways to increase the 
SCR were addressed. Several numerical methods and software packages used to predict 
the RCS are presented in the next chapter. 
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III. RCS PREDICTION METHODS 
In this chapter, a brief overview of the various methods of RCS prediction is 
presented. Several commercial software packages used for RCS numerical computations 
are discussed. 
To determine the RCS of three-dimensional complex objects, such as wind 
turbines, we require a numerical solution of some variation of Maxwell’s equations, or 
high frequency approximations of them, in either integral or differential form. Maxwell’s 
equations are solved using the related boundary conditions of the problem. Rigorous 
methods include the method of moments (MoM) [27] or the finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) method [28]. The MoM obtains the solution of integral equations in the 
frequency domain. FDTD finds solutions of the differential equations in the time domain. 
The finite element method (FEM) is also used in both the time and frequency domains 
[29]. The Fourier transform provides a relationship between the time and frequency 
domain solutions.   
The MoM is appealing because it is a rigorous solution that includes all the 
interactions between currents on the structure and, thus, all scattering mechanisms 
(multiple reflections, diffraction, surface waves, etc.). The MoM requires dividing or 
meshing the surface of the object into facets with edge lengths small compared to the 
wavelength. The electric and magnetic field integral equations are solved by reducing 
them to a matrix equation of an order approximately equal to the number of internal 
edges.   From this matrix equation, we solve for the current. This resulting current is used 
in the radiation integrals to obtain spE  for use in (1). At high frequencies (e.g., 10 GHz), 
the MoM may require a system of equations with millions of unknowns in order to 
converge to a solution. Therefore, for electrically large scattering objects such as an 
airplane or a ship, the MoM requires multi-core personal computers (PCs) with several 
hundred GB of memory for its intense numerical computations. 
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The FDTD method can also be formulated rigorously and provides approximate, 
yet accurate, RCS prediction of three-dimensional complex objects. It does not require 
the solution of a large system of equations but does require segmentation of the scattering 
object and surrounding volume. The incident field is introduced into the computational 
domain and stepped in time throughout the computational domain to find the fields at 
each grid location at each instant of time. Equivalence principles are used to find the far 
scattered fields from the equivalent currents determined from the fields on the 
computational boundaries. Therefore, FDTD method requires long observation times for 
accurate results. The Fourier transform is needed to obtain the frequency domain fields 
for use in (1). 
The FEM method is similar to FDTD but is generally applied in the frequency 
domain. It is adaptable to a wide range of geometries and materials variations. It requires 
segmenting each part of the scattering object and surrounding volume. The incident field 
is introduced into the computational domain, and the wave equation is applied throughout 
the domain to find the equivalent currents at each grid location. Therefore, the FEM 
method can require a long computational time to obtain accurate results. 
The approximate high frequency (HF) methods are mainly based on geometrical 
optics (GO) or physical optics (PO) and their edge diffraction extensions. In the case of 
GO, the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) is used. The GO technique uses ray 
tracing methods similar to reflection and refraction in optics to analyze electrically large 
targets (≥10λ) of arbitrary shape. The formulas are derived on the basis of infinite 
frequency, and the source and observation points must satisfy Snell’s Law or the reflected 
field is zero. In the case of PO [24], the physical theory of diffraction (PTD) is used. The 
PO technique estimates the induced surface current on the illuminated portions of the 
object to be proportional to the incident magnetic field intensity and then integrates this 
surface current to get the scattered far-field. The current is set to zero on the shadowed 
portion of the target. Because of this, the computed field values at wide angles and in the 
shadow regions are not accurate. 
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Hybrid solution methods can include a mix of the PO and GO (for example, the 
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method [30]). The approximate high frequency 
methods require surface meshing, but the primary mesh criterion is that it adequately 
conforms to the actual surface. A bundle of incident rays is “shot” and traced throughout 
the model, including transmission through any electrically transparent material, to find 
reflection points, diffraction points, and shadows (due to blockage). This process is very 
time consuming for models that have hundreds of thousands of facets. 
Many commercial software packages are available to handle RCS calculations. 
The major commercial software vendors for electromagnetic simulation are summarized 
in Table 3. Several software packages have multiple solvers that can be selected based on 
the object size and frequency range. For example, High Frequency Structures Simulator 
(HFSS) by Ansys has transient, frequency domain, integral equation solvers [31]. CST 
Microwave Studio [32] also has the same capability. FEKO [33] is another application 
that is capable of mixed solutions. For example, MoM, PO, GO, and edge diffraction can 
be applied to different portions of the object. XGtd [34] and XFDTD use ray-tracing 
algorithms and uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) to estimate RCS and to predict 
propagation for high frequency analysis. The Lucernhammer software package [35] has 
similar capabilities to a ray tracer. It applies the SBR method, PO and PTD to predict the 
RCS of electrically large objects. Lucernhammer is used for all of the simulations 
presented in this thesis. Note that the Lucernhammer software has distribution 
limitations. It is available only to U.S. government agencies and contractors. 
Table 3.   Major commercial electromagnetic simulation software tools. 
Name Vendor Numerical Method 
High Frequency Structure 
Simulator (HFSS) 
ANSYS MoM, FEM, PO 
Microwave Studio CST MoM, FEM, MLFMM, SBR 
FEKO EM Software and Systems MoM, FEM, PO, GO, UTD 
XGtd, XFDTD REMCON MoM, PO, GO, UTD, MEC 
Lucernhammer DELCROSS SBR, PO, PTD 
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In summary, several numerical methods and software packages used to analyze 
RCS were presented. Depending on the size and complexity of the object, one may 
choose one numerical method over the others or choose a hybrid solution method to solve 
the RCS problem. In the next chapter, the focus is on the simulation results of horizontal 
axis wind turbines, the Doppler shift induced by the rotating turbine blades, and how 
Doppler shift affects radar performance. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND 
TURBINES 
In this chapter, the wind turbine simulation setup, including horizontal axis wind 
turbine computer-aided design (CAD) model dimensions and mesh types are presented. 
The monostatic and bistatic RCS results of horizontal axis wind turbines are presented 
followed by analysis of the multipath and Bragg scattering issues. The effectiveness of 
using non-conducting materials in the turbine blades on the RCS of a horizontal axis 
wind turbine is also examined. Finally, comparison plots of the Doppler shift induced by 
the rotating turbine blades for four frequency bands (400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, 
5 GHz) are presented as well as its time varying RCS. 
A. HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND TURBINE MODEL 
Analysis of the RCS of wind turbines requires a three-dimensional (3D) geometry 
CAD model in the form of planar facets. The CAD model shown in Figure 9 was 
obtained from [36] and scaled to give dimensions in meters. 
The three-blade, horizontal axis wind turbine configuration has approximately a 
60 m tower height and 80 m blade diameter. These dimensions are similar to the 
dimensions of the commercial 1.5 MW power class of wind turbines. The dimensions for 
the horizontal axis wind turbine configuration are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4.   The dimensions of the horizontal axis wind turbine configuration. 
Three-blade horizontal axis wind turbine 
Blade diameter, D = 80 m 
Tower height, H = 60 m 
Tower diameter at base, d = 3.5 m 




Figure 9.  A horizontal axis model and its dimensions are shown. Different colors 
indicate different materials used in the CAD model for simulation. 
The horizontal axis wind turbine CAD model was imported by using the computer 
aided-design software ACAD and then applying the meshing tool to generate the surface 
mesh [37]. Note that the software ACAD has distribution limitations. It is available only 
to U.S. government agencies and contractors. Both coarse and fine meshes were used in 
the calculation of RCS. Examples of the wind turbine tower for coarse and fine meshes in 
the CAD model are shown in Figure 10. In general, the fine mesh yields a more accurate 
result in the RCS calculations but takes more time to compute the result. More discussion 
of the mesh and how it affects accuracy is given in Chapter VI. 
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Figure 10.  Different mesh types for the wind turbine tower are shown (left to right): 
coarse triangular (19,994 facets), fine triangular (125240 facets), and quadrilateral 
triangular meshes (4608 facets). 
The CAD model was set up using the coordinate system defined in Figure 5 and 
used quadrilateral triangular meshes with a total of 37845 facets. The x-y plane is the 
ground, and the z axis points up. The elevation angle ( 90 )EL     is measured from 
the ground. The azimuth angle ( )AZ    is a compass angle that is opposite to . 
Because the transmitter, receiver and wind turbine are at ground level, all simulation 
cases were set up to show only the horizontal plane patterns ( 0 , 90 ).EL     The 
blade orientation is such that one blade is vertical and down, as shown in Figure 9. This is 
referred to as the 0  rotation state. Front incidence is 0 ;i    side incidence is 90 .i     
B. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND 
TURBINE RCS 
As previously stated, to perform the RCS calculations, the software package 
Lucernhammer was used, which uses high frequency methods with ray tracing to 
compute the RCS of complex shapes. The four frequencies selected are representative of 
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wireless, cellular, and radar bands: 400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2400 MHz and 5 GHz.  Edge 
diffraction was not considered in calculating the RCS. The number of rays per 
wavelength was set to ten. The maximum number of ray bounces was set to five. The 
incident wave was set to linear polarization. All surfaces of the wind turbine were set to 
perfect electrically conducting (PEC). The blade orientation is at 0  rotation state. The 
monostatic RCS data for the three-blade wind turbine is shown in Figure 11. The azimuth 
angle   changes from 0 to 360 degrees, and the elevation angle is set at 90 .    
Notice lobes occur at 90º and 270º for all four frequencies because of the large flat 
sides of the nacelle. Also, the RCS varies with angle as the scattering from the tower, 
blades, and nacelle that add and cancel with each other. As the frequency is increased, the 
differences in phase change more rapidly because the distances between them are longer 
in terms of wavelength. Thus, the RCS changes faster with angle. 
The relatively high monostatic RCS in the range of 100º to 200º at 400 MHz is a 
result of the scattering from the tower. The diameter at the base is larger than at the top, 
so a wave incident at 0 degrees elevation is reflected upward such that an observer at 
0 degrees elevation is in the peak of the first sidelobe. At 900 MHz the sidelobes are 
narrower, and an observer at 0 degrees elevation is in a null between two sidelobes. This 
is the reason for the large change in RCS between 400 MHz and the higher frequencies 
(900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz). Also, the periodic oscillations in the RCS in this region 
(100º to 200º) at 400 MHz are due to Bragg scattering from the vertical blade and tower 




Figure 11.  Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth monostatic co-polarized RCS 
of the horizontal axis wind turbine with all metal surfaces, θ = 90º: (a) σθθ, (b) σ 
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Figure 12.  Illustration of Bragg scattering occurring between the tower and a vertical 
blade (top view). 
The phase difference (round trip path) between the blade and tower is a multiple 
of 2 and is satisfied by the condition [21]  
 22 sin( ) 2 , 0, 1, 2,....m m m
  
         (10) 
In this case, the blade length   is approximately 4 m. For monostatic RCS, the first 
Bragg lobe occurs at 90 .    From (10), this gives a spacing of about 4º between lobes 
near broadside (90º), which agrees with the plot in Figure 11. Bragg lobes are a form of 
aliasing. 
Comparing Figure 11 to Figure 13 (PEC versus fiberglass blades), we see that 
both results are about the same. There are no significant differences between the PEC and 
non-PEC cases for the monostatic scenario. Lobes occur at 90º and 270º for all four 
frequencies. Also, the RCS varies with angle as the scattering from the tower, blades, and 
nacelle add and cancel with each other. Similarly, the relatively high monostatic RCS in 
the range of 100º to 200º at 400 MHz is because of the tower. Also, the periodic 
oscillations in the RCS in this region (100º to 200º) at 400 MHz are due to Bragg 
scattering from the vertical blade and tower. 
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Figure 13.  Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth monostatic co-polarized 
RCS of the horizontal axis wind turbine with fiberglass blades, θ = 90º: (a) θθ, (b) 

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The non-PEC case is only approximate because the Lucernhammer program does 
not trace rays transmitted through the fiberglass blades, but this contribution is negligible 
because the reflection loss at the air-fiberglass boundary is approximately 8 dB for a 
fiberglass relative permittivity of 5r   [38]. Fiberglass has an electric loss tangent
tan 0.002   [38], so in addition, there is attenuation of the transmitted wave as it 
propagates through the blade and a reflection loss at the other exit surface. 
Bistatic patterns for the horizontal axis wind turbine with all metal surfaces, front 
incident ( 0 )i    and side incident ( 90 )i    waves are shown in Figures 14 and 15, 
respectively. From Figures 14 and 15, there is a clear sidelobe structure at the two 
frequencies of 400 MHz and 900 MHz that arises from the cylindrical tower shape. The 
large forward scattering lobe occurs at the observation angle 180 .i      This occurs 
at 180  when incidence is from the front ( 0 )i    and at 270  when incidence is from 
the side ( 90 ).i     The forward scatter lobe increases with frequency and is orders of 
magnitude larger than the backscatter ( ).i    This is one of the advantages that bistatic 
radar has over monostatic radar with regard to detecting low RCS (stealthy) targets [20]. 
The large lobe at 90  for side incidence is caused by the specular backscatter from the 
side of the nacelle. 
Bistatic patterns for the horizontal axis wind turbine with fiberglass blades, front 





Figure 14.   Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS of 
the horizontal axis wind turbine with all metal surfaces for an incident wave from 
the front (θ = 90º, θi = 90º,i = 0º): (a) θθ, (b)  
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Figure 15.  Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS of 
the horizontal axis wind turbine with all metal surfaces for an incident wave from 
the side (θ = 90º, θi = 90º, i = 90º): (a) θθ, (b) . 
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Figure 16.  Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS of 
the horizontal axis wind turbine with fiberglass blades for an incident wave from 




Figure 17.  Comparison between four frequencies of azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS of 
the horizontal axis wind turbine with fiberglass blades for an incident wave from 
the side (θ = 90º, θi = 90º, i = 90º): (a) , (b) .   
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Comparing the fiberglass cases in Figures 16 and 17 with the PEC cases in 
Figures 14 and 15, we see that the effect of non-PEC blade materials (fiberglass) is not 
noticeable. The dominant contribution to the forward scattering is still from the tower, 
which is PEC in all cases. In summary, there are no significant differences between the 
PEC and non-PEC cases for the bistatic scenario. Generally, wire strands or a wire mesh 
is imbedded in the structure for grounding and lightening protection, so the conductor 
approximation is good at low frequencies (i.e., 400 MHz).   
The individual PEC case for blade, nacelle, and tower RCS contributions are 
shown in Figure 18. The bistatic RCS for the nacelle, blades, and tower were computed 
as if each were isolated in free space. Compared to the bistatic RCS of a wind turbine at 
400 MHz shown in Figure 14, each individual component of the wind turbine has a lower 
RCS level than the total RCS. This is expected because the sum of the scattering from the 
tower, blades, and nacelle add and cancel with each other but on average yield a higher 
RCS level. Also, the Bragg scattering from the vertical blade and tower in the 100º to 
200º region at 400 MHz results in a higher RCS level. 
As the wind turbine blades rotate, the bistatic RCS values vary with the rotor 
angles. The bistatic wind turbine RCS for rotor angles from 0º to 120º is plotted in 10º 
steps for the frequency of 400 MHz and is shown in Figures 19 (front incidence) and 20 
(side incidence), respectively. Viewed from the front, the blade rotation is clockwise. 
From Figures 19 and 20, the range of RCS values is evident, and the collected 
curves highlight the angular regions with the greatest variation (from 0º to 120º and from 
240º to 360º). There is no significant change in the regions of the patterns at the higher 




Figure 18.  Comparison between the individual blade, nacelle, and tower of bistatic co-
polarized RCS contributions of the horizontal axis wind turbine for an incident 




Figure 19.  Azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS for a collection of blade angles from 0º to 
120º in ten degree increments, front incidence (θ = 90º, θi = 90º, i = 0º), fiberglass 




Figure 20.  Azimuth bistatic co-polarized RCS for a collection of blade angles from 0º to 
120º in 10º increments, side incidence (θ = 90º, θi = 90º, i = 90º), fiberglass blades, 
400 MHz: (a) , (b) . 
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C. DOPPLER SHIFT FOR THE HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND TURBINE  
A typical commercial 1.5 MW power class of wind turbines has a rotation rate  
of 15.7 revolutions per minutes (rpm) [1]. Therefore, the rotation frequency fw is 
0.2616 revolutions per second (1.644 radians per second). The length of blade r is 40 m 
(Table 1). The blade rotation creates time-varying Doppler spectra which can interfere 
with radar communication system performance. To study this Doppler effect, consider a 
radar signal located in the direction of the unit vector ̂ݎradar from the rotor with linear 
velocity v as shown in Figure 21. The relative radial velocity is ˆ ,r radarv v r  and the 
Doppler shift in Hz is [23]  
 2 2 cos 2 cosˆ .d radar
r r tf v r         
  (11) 
 
Figure 21.  This geometry shows the rotation direction of the blade of length r. The radar 
is located along the y-axis. The peak Doppler shift occurs at the tip of the blade. 
Pulse Doppler radar processing is generally done after down conversion. If direct 
down conversion is used, the baseband signal contains Doppler. If we are interested in 
measuring the Doppler, according to the Nyquist criterion the required minimum 
sampling frequency fs is twice the maximum Doppler frequency (2fdmax). For an observer 
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viewing from the side, the Doppler frequency is zero at the hub and changes for 
scattering contributions along the rotor. From (11) the maximum is 
 max max| 2 / | .df v   (12) 
 
The maximum velocity of the blade occurs at the tip when the blade is vertical is 
 max 2 .wv rf  (13) 
Combining (12) and (13), we get the maximum Doppler frequency at the tip of the blade 
as  
 max | 4 / | .d wf rf   (14) 
The maximum Doppler frequency and the minimum sampling frequency for the four 
frequencies of interest are summarized in Table 5. 
Table 5.   The maximum Doppler frequency and minimum sampling frequency of the 
horizontal axis wind turbine RCS. 
Radar frequency 
band 
Maximum Doppler frequency fdmax  
(Hz) 
Minimum sample 
frequency fs (Hz) 
400 MHz 175.37 350.74 
900 MHz 394.63 789.26 
2.4 GHz 1052.35 2104.7 
5.0 GHz 2192.41 4384.82 
 
Referring to Figure 21, we see that only the blades are contributing to the Doppler 
shift. The blades only contribute about half of the total RCS depending on the angles of 
incidence/observation. The range of Doppler frequency shift for a single blade is from 
0 (at the hub) to a maximum value at the tip of the blade. As shown in Figure 22, the 
Doppler frequency changes, reaches maximum as the blade rotates toward the radar, and 
then decreases as the blade rotates away from the radar. The Doppler frequency can be 
plotted as a function of time for one revolution (360º) as shown in Figure 23. The 
maximum Doppler frequency for each of the frequency bands in both Figures 22 and  
23 is in agreement with Table 5. 
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Figure 22.  Blade length r = 40 m; θ measured from the vertical blade position. The 
Doppler shift of a blade as it is rotated one revolution. 
 
Figure 23.  Doppler frequency as a function of time as the blade is rotated one revolution 
at 15.7 rpm. Blade length r = 40 m; t = 0 measured at the vertical blade position.   
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In the monostatic far-field analysis (R >> r), the blade cross-section can be 
considered approximately constant from the hub to the tip. If the blade cross-section were 
constant along the length, each differential length of the blade would contribute equally 
to the total RCS as shown in Figure 24. Each length d  would contribute d  to the total 
RCS. Because the distance R >> r, the difference in range between the segments and the 
radar is negligible for the 1/R2 term in the radar equation. The scattered power spectrum 
should be almost uniform over the baseband frequencies from – fdmax ≤ df  ≤ fdmax. 
 
Figure 24.  This geometry illustrates how each incremental length d  would contribute 
d  to the total RCS observed by the radar at distance R. 
As the wind turbine blades rotate, the monostatic RCS values vary with the rotor 
angles. The monostatic wind turbine RCS for a fixed angle is plotted for rotor angles 
from 0º to 360º in 1º steps for each of the frequency bands and shown in Figures 25 (front) 
and 26 (side), respectively. Viewed from the front, the blade is at the vertical position  
(θ = 0º) and rotating clockwise. Note that from the front there is no Doppler shift because 
the blades are rotating in a plane perpendicular to the radar LOS. As illustrated in Figures 
27 and 28, the range of RCS values is evident, and the collected curves highlight the 




Figure 25.  Monstatic RCS as the blade rotates, PEC, front incidence (θ = 90º,  = 0º): (a) 




Figure 26.  Monstatic RCS as the blade rotates, PEC, side incidence (θ = 90º,  = 90º): (a) 




Figure 27.  Computed monostatic RCS for the 80-m diameter rotor as a function of time. 
The plotted time represents one rotation (3.82 seconds) from the reference position 





Figure 28.  Computed monostatic RCS as a function of time. The plotted time represents 
one rotation (3.82 seconds) from the reference position at time zero (one blade at 
vertical), side incidence (θ = 90º,  = 90º), PEC:  (a) , (b) . 
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In general, the total signal received from the target and wind turbine can be 
expressed as  
    ~ cos cosr w c dw w t c dt tE A t A t               (15) 
where 2c cf   and cf  is the carrier frequency. The subscript w refers to wind turbine 
and t to target. The radian Doppler shifts of the target and wind turbine are  and dt dw  , 
respectively. The amplitude factors and t wA A  are a function of the range, antenna gain 
and RCS of the target or wind turbine. Similarly, the phase shifts and t w   are due to 
the range delays and transmit and receive channel phase shifts. The propagation channels 
will also influence both A and Φ. These two signals will mix in the receive channel down 
conversion process.    The ideal situation is when the target signal is strong compared to 
the wind turbine signal, and the second term dominates (large RCS or close range). If not, 
the mixing results in phase and amplitude errors that degrade the signal processing. The 
final baseband output behavior can vary depending on the receiver architecture and 
applied filtering. 
In phase coherent systems, the phase error introduced by the Doppler shift over 
the extent of the observation or integration time can be used as an indicator of its impact 
on the processing gain. The Doppler shift required for a 2 phase shift over an 
observation time T is 
 2 1/ .d dT f T     (16) 
For example, consider a long range ultra-high frequency (UHF) 400 MHz search radar 
with a pulse width    60 s and a pulse repetition frequency of 300 Hz as depicted in 
Figure 29. The Doppler shift that gives a 2 phase shift across a pulse width is 16.67 kHz 
(1/60 s), which is much larger than that of a wind turbine (175.37 Hz from Table 5). 
However, if 60 pulses are integrated, the time on target is 
 60 pulses 0.2sec.
300 pulses/ sec
  (17) 
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A Doppler shift of 5 Hz (1/0.2 seconds) gives a 2 phase shift over this interval. The 
Doppler shift will not corrupt the phase over a pulse width, but it can limit the number of 
pulses that can be integrated efficiently. 
 
Figure 29.  Example of long range UHF search radar pulsed waveform. 
In moving target indication (MTI), clutter cancellers are often used to suppress 
clutter and improve the SCR. A filter that has a notch at the Doppler frequency of the 
clutter is used to reduce the clutter power. If the wind turbine Doppler shift is almost the 
same as that of the “normal” clutter that the filter is designed to cancel (foliage wind 
motion, weather, etc.), then the wind turbine clutter will be rejected. Given but the wide 
range of operating scenarios this is unlikely. 
Doppler shift is an important measurement parameter in modern radars. 
Measurements of its characteristics are used to suppress clutter and to identify targets 
with moving components (e.g., wind turbines, helicopters). In general, a low PRF system 
(100 Hz to 4 kHz) is unambiguous in range. The unambiguous range is the maximum 
distance from the range to a target that the radar can measure unambiguously. On the 
other hand, a high PRF system (10 kHz to 100 kHz) is unambiguous in Doppler shift. 
This means the Nyquist sampling criterion is satisfied for the fastest target of interest. In 
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between these two conditions is the medium PRF system (8 kHz to 30 kHz), which is 
unambiguous in both range and Doppler. 
In summary, the wind turbine simulation setup, including horizontal axis wind 
turbine CAD model dimensions and mesh types were presented in this chapter. In 
general, the fine mesh yields a more accurate result in the RCS calculations but takes 
more time to compute the result. The monostatic and bistatic RCS results of horizontal 
axis wind turbines were presented, followed by an analysis of multipath and Bragg 
scattering issues. There are no significant differences in RCS between the PEC and non-
PEC cases for the monostatic and bistatic scenario. The motion from the rotating turbine 
blades and its large time varying RCS cause a Doppler shift that can interfere with the 
receiver processing.   
The simulation results and advantages of vertical axis helical wind turbines are 
discussed in the next chapter. 
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS OF VERTICAL AXIS WIND 
TURBINES 
In this chapter, the advantages of the vertical axis helical wind turbine design are 
discussed. The wind turbine simulation setup, including vertical axis wind turbine CAD 
model dimensions, is presented. The monostatic and bistatic RCS patterns of vertical axis 
wind turbines are presented for the four frequencies (400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 
5 GHz) followed by an analysis of the multipath and Bragg scattering issues. The effect 
of using non-conducting materials in the turbine blades on the RCS of a vertical axis 
wind turbine is also discussed.   
A. VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE MODEL 
Since the early 1900s, many vertical axis wind turbines have been developed and 
used commercially. Many have a helical blade design and, because of their compact size 
and low cost, have been proposed as urban rooftop energy solutions [39]. The helical 
wind turbine is quieter than bladed wind turbines because of slower speed along the blade 
tips. Helical wind turbines can be tower mounted or mounted close to the base. The 
advantage of the helical wind turbine design is that it can operate in slow wind speeds  
(11 miles per hour). Another advantage of the helical wind turbine is that it can be used in 
areas with higher wind speeds (75 miles per hour) where bladed wind turbines are unsafe 
to operate. Also, helical wind turbines generally have less environmental concerns such 
as killing birds, especially in migratory paths. Helical wind turbines have fewer problems 
with crosswinds than bladed turbines and they do not need a tail-fan to keep them pointed 
in the optimal direction. 
The vertical axis helical wind turbine CAD model is shown in Figure 30 with  
the blades in the 0º position (one bottom blade centered on the x-axis). Front incidence  
is 0 ,i   and side incidence is 90 .i   Dimensions for the vertical axis helical 
configuration are listed in Table 6. These dimensions are similar to the dimensions of the 
commercial 6.5 kW power class of helical wind turbines. The vertical axis helical wind 
turbine model uses quadrilateral triangular meshes and has a total of 7059 facets. 
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Figure 30.  A vertical axis helical model and its dimensions are shown. Different colors 
indicate different materials used in the CAD model for simulation. 
Table 6.   The dimensions of the helical wind turbine configuration. 
Vertical axis helical wind turbine 
Helix diameter, D = 3 m, height, h = 3 m 
Tower height, H = 5 m 
Tower diameter at base, d = 0.5 m 




B. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE VERTICAL AXIS HELICAL WIND 
TURBINE RCS 
The monostatic RCS patterns for the helical wind turbine design are shown in 
Figure 31. All surfaces were set to PEC. The azimuth angle   changes from 0º to 360º, 
and the elevation angle is set at θ = 90º. The four frequencies selected are representative 
of wireless, cellular, and radar bands: 400 MHz, 900 MHz, 2400 MHz and 5 GHz.  Edge 
diffraction was not considered in calculating the RCS. The number of rays per 
wavelength was set to ten. The maximum number of ray bounces was set to five. The 
incident wave was set to linear polarization. 
At the two high frequencies, the rapid oscillations in RCS are due to Bragg 
scattering from the blades. In general, as the frequency is increased, the phase differences 
change more rapidly because the distances are longer in terms of wavelength, and the 
RCS changes faster with angle. The fiberglass monostatic RCS patterns for the helical 
design wind turbine are shown in Figure 32. The blade surfaces were set to fiberglass. 
The nacelle and tower surfaces were set to PEC. Compared to Figure 31, the fiberglass 
blades case has a slightly lower RCS. At higher frequencies, the rapid fluctuations in 
RCS are due to Bragg scattering from the blades; although, it is not as strong as it is for 
PEC blades.   
Bistatic patterns for the vertical axis helical wind turbine with all metal surfaces, 
front incident ( 0 )i   and side incident ( 90 )i   waves are shown in Figures 33 and 
34, respectively. The forward scattered peaks occur at 180i     in the bistatic 
patterns in Figures 33 and 34 and are evident at all four frequencies. At the lower 
frequencies, 400 MHz in particular, the sidelobe structure of the tower is visible. The 
tower diameter is such that it is in the resonance scattering region at 400 MHz [22]. At 





Figure 31.  Comparison between four frequencies of monostatic co-polarized RCS of the 




Figure 32.  Comparison between four frequencies of monostatic co-polarized RCS of the 




Figure 33.  Comparison between four frequencies of bistatic co-polarized RCS of the PEC 




Figure 34.  .Comparison between four frequencies of bistatic co-polarized RCS of the PEC 
helical wind turbine, side incidence (θi = 90º, i = 90º, θ = 90º): (a) , (b) . 
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In summary, the monostatic and bistatic RCS results of the vertical axis helical 
wind turbines were presented in this chapter. There are no significant differences in RCS 
between the PEC and non-PEC cases for the monostatic and bistatic scenarios. At higher 
frequencies, the rapid fluctuations in RCS are due to Bragg scattering from the blades, 
which is strongest for PEC blades. In the next chapter, the effect of mesh size and 
discretization in the CAD model on the convergence of the RCS is analyzed. 
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VI. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES 
In this chapter, the effects of mesh size and discretization in the CAD model are 
presented. This is called facetization error. Comparisons between three mesh types 
(coarse triangular, fine triangular and quadrilateral triangular) are discussed. Monostatic 
and bistatic RCS results for a horizontal axis wind turbine from four frequencies (400 
MHz, 2400 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz) with different mesh types are presented to 
observe the effects of facetization error. 
To calculate RCS, the CAD model needs to be meshed into facets. To mesh an 
isolated large flat rectangular surface CAD model, the software can use a few large 
triangles to represent this surface accurately. However, if a large surface is part of a 
complex target with other scattering elements, then the larger surface needs to be 
segmented into smaller surfaces by the ray tracing algorithm so that blockage and 
multiple reflections can be accurately determined. In general, the smaller the facets used 
in the CAD model, the more accurate is the result that the model can generate but the run 
time increases. In the case of a flat surface, there is a relationship between segmentation 
and mesh element size. If a large plate is meshed with small triangles, then less 
segmentation is required by the ray tracer.  
An example of how the number of segments used in the CAD model affects the 
RCS is shown in Figure 35. With adequate segmentation, the perturbation of RCS is 
relatively small. Only cross-polarized RCS components are likely to be an issue in this 
case. For curved surfaces, the mesh size must have small triangle edges so that a “tight” 
fitting mesh can be generated. Even so, when a curved surface is approximated by a 
triangular mesh, facet noise (facetization error) will occur [40]. In a general sense, facet 
noise can be categorized as a quantization error that arises from representing the smooth 





Figure 35.  An example of how the segmentation can seriously vary the bistatic azimuth 
cross-polarized RCS. The data is taken from the PEC horizontal axis wind turbine 
for incidence from the front (θi = 90º, i = 0º, θ = 90º): (a) , (b) . 
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To observe the effects of facetization error, the monostatic RCS of the PEC tower 
is calculated at frequency of 900 MHz and shown in Figure 36. Ideally, the monostatic 
RCS should be constant with angle because the cylindrical shape of the tower has 
symmetry with the angle .   Notice in Figure 36 that the RCS for the coarse mesh has a 
20 dB variation and would generally be considered unacceptable. However, from Figure 
18, in the forward scattered direction, the peak RCS level of the bistatic RCS at  
this frequency is about 70 dB, so this level of facet noise may be acceptable. The RCS  
for the fine mesh has only a 2 dB variation. As illustrated in Figure 36, the 
quadrilateral/triangular mesh has the same accuracy as the fine triangular mesh using 
only 3.7% of the fine mesh’s number of facets (4608 facets versus 125240 facets). The 
reduction yields a significant computational savings when calculating the RCS for the 
entire wind turbine. The bistatic patterns of the horizontal axis wind turbine for the three 
meshes at a frequency of 900 MHz are shown in Figure 37. It is evident that the cross-
polarized components are more sensitive to facet noise because of the lower values of 
RCS. 
 
Figure 36.  Comparison between the three meshes of azimuth co-polarized monostatic 
RCS (f = 0.9 GHz, θ = 90º) of the PEC tower: coarse triangular (19994 facets), fine 




Figure 37.  Comparison between four components of bistatic RCS for the three meshes at 
900 MHz, all PEC, and front incidence. The cross-polarized components are more 
sensitive to facet noise because of the lower values of RCS: (a) , (b) , (c) 
, (d) . 
In summary, the effect of mesh segmentation on the convergence of the RCS was 
discussed. The quadrilateral/triangular mesh is more efficient than the fine triangular 
mesh and uses only 3.7% of the fine mesh’s number of facets. The cross-polarized 
components are more sensitive to facet noise because of the lower values of RCS. In the 
next chapter, the focus is on various methods of mitigating wind turbine clutter and 
approaches to reduce wind turbine RCS. 
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VII. METHODS OF MITIGATING WIND TURBINE CLUTTER 
AND REDUCING ITS RCS 
In this chapter, several methods of mitigating wind turbine clutter are presented. 
Various scattering sources and mechanisms from wind turbines are discussed. Several 
approaches to reduce and control RCS are presented. 
A. CLUTTER 
Clutter is defined as unwanted signal that originates in the scattering environment 
and can interfere or mask the desired signal. In the wind turbine case, the SCR is used as 
the basis for performance evaluation. 
One way to mitigate wind turbine clutter is to reduce the wind turbine RCS so that 
it causes less interference and the SCR is increased. Increasing transmitter power does 
not help because the clutter return power also increases along with the target power. 
In order to increase the SCR, aside from reducing the wind turbine RCS, the 
sidelobe levels of both the transmitting and receiving antennas should be as low as 
possible so the gain is lower in the direction of the wind turbine. Also, it helps to operate 
in an observation direction where the wind turbine RCS is low. 
In the case of radar, it is best to operate in a condition where the target range is 
short and away from the wind farms. This means wind farms are not in the LOS of the 
radar as depicted in Figure 38. This can prevent scattering interference from the wind 
farms. 
 
Figure 38.  This illustration shows the use of terrain masking as one way to mitigate  
the impact of wind turbines near a radar site. 
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In hilly terrain one could use terrain masking by placing wind turbines on the far 
side of the hill below the peak (non-LOS, Figure 38). However, these areas are generally 
sheltered from the wind. If wind turbines are in the radar LOS, then fewer, taller wind 
turbines over a small area may be preferable over many shorter wind turbines in a large 
area. Another way to mitigate the effect of wind turbines near a radar site is to change the 
radar pulse repetition frequency to minimize radar signal returns from wind turbines [41]. 
Also, because wind turbines are generally not efficient at low wind speeds, turning off 
wind turbines in low wind speeds can also help to minimize wind turbine clutter [41]. 
In the case of terminal Doppler weather radar (TDWR), as discussed in Chapter 
IV, Section C, the TDWR sees the Doppler shift returns of the rotating wind turbine 
blades as targets having reflectivity and motion and, therefore, might process these 
returns as weather. It is possible to develop a new advanced signal processing technique 
[42–44] to separate and filter out the wind turbine clutter from the weather signal in the 
range-Doppler domain. This technique exploits the different spatial and spectral 
characteristics of wind turbine clutter. Another way to reduce wind turbine clutter is to 
use adaptive clutter filters in the radar [42–44]. These filter techniques are used 
combinations with image processing techniques and advanced signal processing 
techniques to remove or reduce wind turbine clutter. These techniques are complex and 
can be difficult to implement. 
Changing the radar scan strategy so that the radar beam passes over areas with 
wind turbines will limit the amount of main beam clutter received but will reduce the 
effective coverage of the radar. 
Finally, another way to reduce wind turbine clutter is to reduce RCS of the wind 
turbine blades by using radar absorbing materials to minimize scattering. This technique 
is discussed in detail in the next section. 
B. RCS REDUCTION AND CONTROL 
To determine how to reduce and control the RCS of a complex object, it is often 
necessary to examine the bistatic RCS pattern peaks to identify specific scattering 
mechanisms associated with scattering sources on the target. The electrically large 
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surfaces of the wind turbine tower and blade are the scattering sources that generate 
fluctuations in the RCS pattern. Reflections, multipath, diffraction from edges of the 
blade, surface waves (traveling waves, creeping waves, leaky waves), and Bragg 
scattering from periodic arrays of scattering elements are examples of scattering 
mechanisms that can occur in the wind farms scenario. RCS reduction and control 
techniques are dependent on the scattering sources and mechanisms. For both the 
monostatic and bistatic cases, the SCR can be increased by reducing the wind turbine 
RCS as given in (5) and (9). There are three approaches to reducing RCS: shaping, 
application of radar absorbing materials, and cancellation techniques [21], [22].   
Shaping involves the tilting and contouring of surfaces to direct scattered energy 
away from the interference region; however, reducing RCS at one angle and frequency 
can lead to larger RCS at other angles and frequencies. Generally, for this approach to be 
effective, the designer must keep the platform surface flat and smooth so the specular 
scatterers are confined to a narrow angular region. Shaping applied to the tower and 
nacelle could be somewhat effective but would have to be done with knowledge of the 
transmitter and receiver directions. Although it could reduce the RCS in some desired 
monostatic or bistatic directions, it would likely increase it in others. Shaping of wind 
turbine structures to reduce RCS has been investigated in [20]. 
Cancellation techniques include two methods: passive and active cancellation. 
Passive cancellation is the addition of a secondary scatterer to cancel the reflected field 
from the wind turbine to induce destructive interference and requires phase coherence 
between the primary (wind turbine) and secondary scattering components. This is very 
difficult to achieve, especially at the higher frequencies, and is only effective at limited 
frequencies and angles. Furthermore, the secondary scatterer has to be very large in order 
to cancel the large wind turbine RCS. Active cancellation involves methods of 
regenerating a signal that is 180° out of phase from the wind turbine RCS return so that 
the total scattered field is zero. This is also very difficult to achieve, especially at high 
frequencies, because of complex RF circuitry required and processing speed. Both 
passive and active cancellation methods are limited to narrow bands and spatial regions. 
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The most compelling and promising approach is the application of radar 
absorbing material. The material would have to be lightweight, thin, durable, 
inexpensive, and provide sufficient RCS reduction to make it economically viable. Most 
commercial RAM materials give a specular RCS reduction in the range of 15 to 20 dB 
[45] but varies widely with frequency and angle-of-incidence.   
A RAM coating can be applied to the surface of the wind turbine. RCS reduction 
is accomplished by reducing reflections and scattering from the tower and nacelle. One 
mechanism is by way of absorption, which refers to the transfer of energy from the wave 
to the material it passes through. The second way is by cancellation of multiple 
reflections, or destructive interference, where the coating properties are selected so that 
reflections from the front and back faces of a layer cancel. However, this may add weight 
to the platform and can affect the aerodynamic performance if applied to the blades. In 
most situations the aerodynamic degradation and cost would not justify the use of RAM 
because of the relatively small reduction in RCS that it would provide, but in the case 
where the radar and communication systems operate near the wind farms, it makes sense 
to use RAM coating in the wind turbine tower, nacelle, and blades to reduce its RCS. 
In summary, several methods of mitigating wind turbine clutter were presented. 
Mainly, it is advantageous to operate the antenna system in a direction where the wind 
turbine RCS is low. However, the orientation of wind turbines largely dictated by 
geographic features and weather phenomena, thereby making this in most cases 
impractical.  In the case of radar, if possible, operate in a condition where the target range 
is short and in a direction away from the wind turbine. RCS reduction and control 
techniques are dependent on the scattering sources and mechanisms, but in the case 
where the radar and communication systems operate near the wind farms, it makes sense 
to use RAM coating in the wind turbine tower, nacelle, and blades to reduce its RCS. 
However, this may add weight to the platform and can affect the aerodynamic 
performance and stability if applied to the blades.  The summary, conclusions and 
recommendations for further research are presented in the next chapter. 
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VIII. SUMMARY, CONLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The focus of this thesis was to study the scattering behavior and clutter 
characteristics of two wind turbine configurations: a horizontal axis, three-blade design 
and a vertical axis helical design. The basic range equations for predicting the scattered 
power from a wind turbine were covered in Chapter II. In both the monostatic and bistatic 
cases, we found that SCR can be increased by reducing the wind turbine RCS or 
operating in a direction where the RCS is low, reducing the antenna sidelobe levels so 
that the gain is lower in the direction of the wind turbine or, in the case of radar, 
operating in a condition where the target range is short and in a direction away from the 
wind farms. 
In Chapters III and IV, the approximate high frequency computational methods of 
SBR and physical optics were used to predict the RCS. The SBR method uses a ray-
tracing technique to trace a bundle of incident rays that shoots and bounces throughout 
the CAD model to find reflection points, diffraction points and shadows. This has the 
advantage of not requiring the solution of a large number of simultaneous equations. The 
computational convergence issues related to surface meshing, number of bounces and 
segmentation of the edges were discussed. The quadrilateral/triangular mesh on the tower 
provides the same accuracy as a fine triangular mesh with only 3.7% of the fine triangular 
mesh’s number of facets. This reduction yields a significant computational time savings 
when calculating the RCS for the entire wind turbine. 
The behavior of the RCS is a complex function of incident angle, carrier 
frequency and rotor position. For both wind turbine configurations, simulations showed 
the following results: 
 For bistatic RCS, most forward scattering comes from the tower, and the 
back scattering comes from the side of the nacelle 
 The bistatic forward scatter lobe increases with frequency and is orders of 
magnitude larger than the backscatter 
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 Bragg scattering was identified, which originates from a vertical blade and 
tower 
 The sidelobe structure of the tower is visible at the frequency of 400 MHz 
 The reduction in RCS by using non-conducting blade materials (fiber 
glass) is not significant 
 A Doppler shift is present when the blade tips move towards or away from 
the radar location. This Doppler shift can interfere with the receiver 
processing.   
Finally, in Chapter VI, RCS reduction and control for wind turbines by the 
application of RAM was discussed. In most situations the aerodynamic degradation and 
cost would not justify the use of RAM given the relatively small reduction in RCS that it 
would provide. An exception might be when wind farms operate in the vicinity and LOS 
of radar systems, in which case shaping and RAM can be used effectively. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further research efforts can be explored to study the scattering behaviors and 
clutter characteristics of the interactions between large numbers of wind turbines in wind 
farms. Software algorithms and analytical approaches are needed to model and simulate 
key interactions that occur when several wind turbines are located near each other as in 
the case of a large wind farm scenario. Also, nearby buildings and terrain elements could 
be included in this analysis to further understanding of the effects of the wind turbines on 
radar performance. 
In addition, although there was no significant reduction in RCS using the non-
conducting blade materials, the proper selection of the blade material thickness may have 
some significant RCS reductions. However, changes in the blade shapes have a 
significant effect on the efficiency of the wind turbine. Further study and simulations on 
wind turbine RCS with different blade thickness would have to consider aerodynamic 
efficiency. 
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